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The next bubble? Or an unstoppable " new world " order? What's this
blockchain revolution al about? The initial bitcoin purchase for just

two pizza's in NEW YORK for 10.000 bitcoins occurred on 22nd May
2010.000. Those same 10000 bitcoins are worthy of over US$48.000.00

today. No other asset course has returned as much earnings as
cryptocurrencies have within the last eight years. Many people are
discussing cryptocurrencies, and entrepreneurs are jumping on the

ICO/ITO bandwagon and issueing their own digital currencies. Estonia,
Singapore, India and also the International Monetary Fund have issued,
or are going to issue their very own digital currency. What are the
risks?Go through this book for more information approximately the
blockchain, cryptocurrencies and the ICO world today! Is it safe to
invest in digital currencies and ICOs?E. The ICO and cryptocurrency
world today. > He's the C.O. How ICOs are operate. What the specific
legal and regulatory problems relating to ICO's are. > What are the
regulators carrying out and what do they think?Malcolm Tan is a

Singapore based attorney and entrepreneur. The entire trends in the
market all over the globe.This book is a summary of:>> of both Gravitas

Holdings and the AEXON task.
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